
19 July 1966 

Mr. Paul Hoch 
2701 Ridge Read, Apt 34 
Berkeley, Calif. 9h:709 

Dear Paul Hoch, 

You were most thoughtful and kind to write me and to send those extremely 

valuable enclosures. Please accept my sincere thanks. I am already indebted 
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to you for discovering and making availaole the Sibert/O'Neill report and the 

Seeret Service report no 757 on fudicins: and IT am also grateful to Vince for 

putting us in touch with each other. 

It is incredibly generous of you to offer to send me copies of material you 

have obtained from the Arciives and I cannot tell you how helpful that would bee 

With Vince's help, I have obtained some microfilm copies of decuments from the 

Archives, which I have been studying as and when time permiigon a viewer in the 

UN Library. One of the documents is CD 3, about wieleh you mention a significant 

statement by Clint Hill which is not included in oRerdoseBents. Upon comparison, 

I find that in fact Hill's report in CE 102) is actually more complete than the 

corresponding report on my microfilm copy-—that is, page five of Hill's report 

(Volume XVITI page 7h) is missing from my microfilm copy, Otherwise, the microfilm 

and the published document seem to be identical, so far as HJ o 

I an very interested in Cb 87 Volumes 2, h, and 5, but as I interpret your 

descriptive list, you yourself do not have those exhibits. I am interested also 

in CD 107, the interview with lirs, Deliohrenschildt, since her final story and 

Harina Oswald's seem to me to be in basie conflict anyhow. 

CD 1553 has special importance and I an very amcious to see the four pages 

you have. Can you please send me a copy? {The Odio investigation) 

Your directory to the Archives as well as your notes on the CDs are traly 

valuable and I congratulate you on your well-organized, cogent descriptions. 

Again, wy thanks, I would like to hear more from you, when you have time, 

about your ow views on the WR and the events of 13/22-24/63, Have you done any 

writing? 

Sylvia Meagher 
; 302 West 12 St Nyc 1001) 
‘ Area Code 212 Chelsea 2-293 

rt is concerned.


